AirCleaner is your leading digital insurance policy against broadcasting undesired content.

Features/Benefits

- Eliminate nudity, offensive language, and obscene gestures from live broadcasts while maintaining program continuity.
- Straight-forward control with two large panic buttons.
- Audience experience is minimally interrupted with subtle video and audio masking techniques.
- Available dual-user operations.
- Easily conceal: Audio only; Video only; or both at same time.

www.rossvideo.com
SYSTEM REDUNDANCY
Solid-state technology equipped with bypass relay circuity and dual redundant power supplies, ensures the integrity of your live broadcasts.

REACTION TIME COMPENSATION
Compensates for the reaction time of human operators to an observed visual or aural event, ensuring every obscenity is concealed in its entirety.

DUAL-USER CAPABILITY
Share the workload with unique Dual-User capability that easily divides delay time between two users.